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Rights Are Freedoms,
Not Powers

THE WORD "RIGHT;’ used as a noun,
means, my dictionary tells me, a
"just, or lawful c]aimY Claim on

what? On whatever I want and can
lawfully have.

I have a right to life, that is, a

just claim on life. I have a right to
liberty, a just claim to be free. I

have a right to property, a just
claim on land, goods, or other

wealth.
My right is not life, liberty, prop-

erty, but rather my proper and just
claim upon these things. The dis-
tinction is important. It was under-
stood by our revolutionary
forefathers but is widely misun-
derstood today.

The misunderstanding lies in
identifying the right with that
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which one has a right to, that is, a
~laim upon. Thus, people say,
"Everyone has a right to an ade-
quate diet," when they mean that
.everyone can properly take an ade-
~iuate diet out of the common larder,
by taxing or by voting his group a
:public subsidy. The fact is that no
one can properly do this.

Jefferson, who asserted in the
Declaration that all men have "cer-
tain unalienable rights," would
have been disturbed if told that the
government must provide food,
clothing, and shelter to everyone
because to have these is their right.
One has a right to seek an adequate
diet but not to compel his fellowmen
to give it to him.

"Unalienable" describes that
which cannot be alienated or sepa-
rated from. An unalienable right is
a natural right with which people
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are born and which cannot be taken
away.

The opportunity to seek life, liber-
ty and happiness is what Jefferson
presumably was thinking of. When
he listed life as one of the unaliena-
ble rights, he was thinking of the
right to seek life and seek it more
abundantly. He knew full well that
life, liberty and happiness cannot be
guaranteed to everybody, or indeed
to anybody. We do not live in that
kind of world. But we are born
seekers, and no one can rightfully
forbid our search.

The rights that are specified in
the first ten amendments of the
Constitution are freedoms, or oppor-
tunities. They are not achieve
ments. For example, to grant
religious freedom, as does the first
amendment, does not make people
religious! Rather, it forbids others
(Congress) to interfere with people
in practicing the religion of their
choice.

Likewise, speech, press, assembly,
and petition are not prescribed. The
amendment simply makes them
available to people to practice with-
out interference.

These fundamental rights, which
Patrick Henry, George Mason, and
others insisted must be added to the
Constitution, are negative in that
they specify certain opportunities
which government must not deny or
tamper with but which must be left

open to the people. All true rights
are of this nature. They are
f~:eedoms from interference. They
state what people shall not be pre-
vented from doing.

The jurist, Thomas Mclntire
Cooley, saw a right as "that which
the law secures to its possessor by
requiring others to respect it and to
abstain from its violation."

Underlying all other rights is the
right to own property. This is a "just
or lawful claim" on land, man-made
wealth, or labor potential. Why
must people have such a claim?
They must have it if they are to use
and control these things in such a
way as to produce a livelihood. The
right to life would be of little value
if it were not accompanied by the
right to exploit the material
environment in a way to sustain
life. This is the property right.

James Wilson, member of the
Continental Congress and a signer
of the Declaration of |ndependence,
said:

"The right of private property is
founded in the nature of men and
things... Exclusive property
multiplies the produce of the earth.
Who would cultivate the soil and
sow the grain if he had no special
interest in the harvest? Who would
rear and tend the flocks and herds if
they could be taken from him by
anyone who should come to demand
them? ... What belongs to no one is
wasted by everyone. What belongs
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to one man in particular is the
objeCt of his economy and care.
Exclusive property prevents dis-
order and promotes peace:’

Again, the right of property cer-
tainly does not mean that one can
rightfully take the property of
others against their will. It merely
means that people can seek prop-
erty, produce it, buy it, inherit it,
and that no one, neither their
neighbors nor their government,
shall forbid them or shall abridge
the right.

We hear much talk of the right to
a job. This does not mean that
society (the government~ must pro-
vide a job for every worker. [t means
that anyone may offer his services
in the labor market, looking for a
job, seeking to qualify, and deciding
for himself whether or not to accept
a job offer.

This right, too, is based on the
property idea. One’s labor potential
is his own personal property, and he
is free to use it, sell it, improve it, or
even waste it. If forbidden to do so,
as by the government under a
minimum wage law, or by a union
taking advantage of special pri-
vileges granted by labor laws, he
has lost a fundamental human
right.

The government of the city of
Detroit has made a rule that all
policemen hired by the city must
reside within the city’s limits. Some

policemen are contesting this, hold-
ing that they have a right to live
where they please.

They do. But the city also has a
right to choose its employees. As an
employer, it has a property right in
the money it pays the policemen as
wages. It can specify any qualifica-
tions it wishes in those to whom it
pays these wages. The applicant
who does not approve the qualifica-
tions is free to apply elsewhere. To
force any employer to hire some
particular worker is to abridge that
employer’s right of property.

A "Coalition of Independent Col-
lege and University Students" has
been formed to lobby for increased
Federal aid for students. "We
believe:’ says Robert Kaplan, its
head, "that no student should be
denied the choice of a particular
college or university solely for
financial reasons:’ This appears to
mean that every student should
have the right to go to Harvard, the
government paying his tuition.

Here again we encounter the
assumption that a right is not a
mere freedom to do a certain thing
but is the privilege of compelling
others to implement the doing of it.
If this were true, a right would not
be a freedom but a power. The
Coalition wants not merely freedom
of the student to apply to the
college of his choice, which he
already has, but power to force
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others to pay the student’s cost of
going to such college.

Farme~:s sometimes aver that
they have a right to receive prices
that yield cost of production plus a
profit. No one has a right to get any
particular price for a product. What
he has a right to is freedom to sell
for whatever the market will pay, to
search for a better market, to store
and sell later if he wishes, to quit
producing one crop and to produce
another.

Employment, education, health,

security--each, we are told is the
"right" of every American. This is
cofisidered the unanswerable argu-

ment, the clincher that will tell the
lawmaker how he must vote.

It would have been ridiculous for
the Pilgrims, just landed on Cape
Cod, to assert these desirable things
as their rights. In fact, their rights
were exactly the same as ours.
Theirs were freedoms to seek and to
establish, if they could, these good

ways of life. And so are ours. ~

IDEAS ON

LIBERTY

The Right to Be Wrong

TH~ ~I(;HT TO B~: WRON(~ in matters of religious belief must be accorded,
otherwise we produce hypocrites instead.of persons with an enlightened
belief that is fully their own. If the truth be mighty and God all-
powerful, His children need not fear that disaster will follow freedom of
thought.

FRANCOIS I)E FENELON. Archbishop of C~mbr~d ~ 1651-1715~

The Pursuit of Happiness

LET THESE TRUTHS be indelibly impressed on our minds--that we cannot
be happy without being free--that we cannot be free without being
secure in our property--that we cannot be secure in our property if
without our consent others may as by right take it away.

-IOttN DI(’,KINSON. Letters from a F(trmer in
Penns.vlv~ni~ to the Inhetbitants of the

British Colonies ~1768)
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Where the
Monetarists
Go Wrong

HENRY HAZLITT

IRVING FISHER

IN THE LAST DECADE OR TWO there
has grown up in this country, prin-
cipally under the leadership of
Professor Milton Friedman, a school
calling itself the Monetarists. The
leaders sometimes sum up their
doctrine in the phrase: "Money
matters:’ and even sometimes in the
phrase: "Money matters most."

They believe, broadly speaking,
that the "level" of prices of corn-
modifies and services tends to vary
directly and proportionately with
the outstanding quantity of money
and credit--that if the quantity of
money (comprehensively defined) 

Henry Hazlitt. noted economist, author, editor.
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E~arron’s, Human Events and many others. Best
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The Failure of the "New Economics," The Founda-
tions of Morality. and What You Should Know About
Inflation.
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increased 10 per cent, the prices of
commodities will increase 10 per
cent; that if the quantity of money
is doubled, prices will double, and so
on. (This of course is on the assump-
Lion that the quantity of goods
remains unchanged. If this is in-
creased also, the rise in prices due to
a greater supply of money will be
correspondingly less.)

This is called the Quantity Theo-
ry of Money. It is not new, but very
old. It has been traced by some
economic historians as far back as
t, he French economist Jean Bodin in
~566, and by others to the Italian
Davanzati in 1588. In its modern
tbrm it was most elaborately pre-
s, ented by the American Irving
Fisher in The Purchasing Power of
Money (1911~ and in later books.

The monetarists have added some
refinements to this theory, but prin-
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